ITEM: 13


DISCUSSION: The Navy has notified the San Diego Water Board that only potable water is used for the Mammal Enclosure Cleaning. Seawater from San Diego Bay is not used in the cleaning. A Supplemental Errata Sheet to reflect this correction has been prepared and included as Supporting Document 6. This Supplemental Errata Sheet was sent to all interested parties by e-mail.

SUPPORTING DOCS: (Supporting Documents 1-5 have already been provided to the San Diego Water Board Members and are not included here.) Supporting Document 6 is new material.
1. Location Map
2. Tentative Order No. R9-2010-0057
3. Transmittal letter to discharger and interested parties dated August 3, 2010
4. E-mail comments from the Navy dated August 20, 2010
5. Errata Sheet for Order No. R9-2010-0057
6. Supplemental Errata Sheet for Order No. R9-2010-0057

RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the adoption of tentative Order No. R9-2010-0057 with the errata and supplemental errata.